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THE 
PROBLEM
Parking issues cause street congestion and wasted 
time for drivers searching for spots



Large cities currently 
face major traffic 
problems
The increase in population (and consequent increase in 
passengers) leads to traffic congestion in urban areas.



30% traffic congestion in 
urban areas is caused by 
drivers seeking a 
available parking spot
This wastes time, is inconvenient and increases carbon 
dioxide emissions.



THE
OPPORTUNITY
The European Union has 130 million parking spots in the 
public roads



The Market
iMAPARK have a global market but this analysis will be 
based in the European market, having the study EU car 
parking market as a reference to the global market. 



 Parking spots on public road are very important to cities. 

Cities must have enough parking spots to provide their 
residents and visitors with a place to park the car. If 
people can not find a parking spot, they probably will not go 
back to that city to shop, eat, or spend money in any other 
way.

 iMAPARK allows drivers to locate a available parking 

spot that best suiting them as quickly as possible. From 
the application is possible to find and reserve the parking 
spot for a certain time, receive voice guidance to the parking 
spot, extend the parking time and paying the service, 
making parking in the center of cities easier and more 
convenient.

 It allows drivers to save time, fuel and other costs by 

reducing search time, accidents and CO2 emissions, 
helping to improve the urban environment.

 Meanwhile, this solution provides municipalities/parking 

companies with a real-time management platform that 
ensures system-oriented scheduling and targeted analysis 
data by developing complex historical and information 
reports. This tool will provide valuable information to 
achieve an optimized and efficient parking management 
service.



COUNTRIES WITH MORE PARKING SPOTS IN PUBLIC ROADS

2 638 385
Parking spots in 
public roads in 

Germany

1 600 000
Parking spots in 

public roads in the UK

1 028 250
Parking spots in 

public roads in France



THE
PARTNERSHIP
SERNIS, Globaltronic and Altice Labs joined forces to create the 

iMAPARK solution with the aim of creating an integrated 
parking control system



 SERNIS is a company in the area of development, 

production and commercialization of products and solutions 
in the areas of Road Safety, LED Lighting, Fiber Optics and 
Electronic Displays. 

 Road Safety is the core business of the company. 

SERNIS offers a wide range of products for Road Safety – Road 
Studs, Flexible Bollards, LED Sings, LED Traffic Lights, VMS, 
Controllers and ITS - which combine technological innovation 
with efficiency and high performance, answering to the great 
challenges of quality and competitiveness in the international 
market.

 SERNIS has developed the solar signaling devices for the 

iMAPARK project as well as informative Electronic Displays 
with LED technology. SERNIS is also responsible for the 
commercialization of the system.

SERNIS



 Globaltronic is a company in the area of development and 

commercialization of electronic and telecommunications 
products and services.

 Globaltronic has developed the hardware, firmware and

communication system related to the iMAPARK project.

Globaltronic



 Altice Labs is a company of the Altice Group, aiming to 

develop new products, services and applications for the 
telecommunication and information systems market, 
contributing in a sustained way to the global increase of the 
value of this market through the introduction of innovative 
products and solutions.

 Altice Labs has developed a system of monetization of 

IoT and, within this initiative, intends to make available the 
client interface and the management system.

Altice Labs



MAIN 
FEATURES
Intelligent system that helps drivers find and reserve a 
available parking spot on the public road more quickly



 System Administrator (Back office)

 Park Manager (Back office)

 Enforcement Officer (Back office)

 Customers (Web and Mobile App)

 Electronic Information Display

5 stakeholders 



 Registration and Profile

 Search for available parking spots by location

Will show different locations near that location
The navigation should refer to an external App so 

that the user can use his App of preference

 Entry of registration plate(s)

 Reservation of parking spots

Geographic position
Hour
Time
Weekly repeat (every Tuesday from 8 to 5)
Extend parking time
Response to the reservation with the 
assigned spot number

Basic features - Customers



 Alerts of parking terms

Possibility to extend time

 Payments

Management of means of payment
Prepaid
Parking Extensions

 Consumption report

 Confirmation I got to the spot 

 Report issues

 Invoicing

Basic features - Customers



 Account Management (Park Administrator)

 Indicators/reports from various parks with alerts for 

specific events (e.g. total revenues)

 Platform Configuration

 Inventory Management of Hardware Installed

Basic features – Back office (Administrator)



 Account management (e.g. Park manager, accountant)

 Park Management (a park is a set of parking spots)

Define characteristics of the park (e.g. Total 
number of parking spots, associate 
physical spots and sensors, configuration 
of specific texts to the park, such as 
warnings)
Define characteristics of each parking 
spot (e.g. parking direction, spot 
dimensions, electric car jack, street slope, 
position/coordinates)
Association of officers to the parks

 Actions on parking spots

Activate
Deactivate

 Real-time hardware integration (occupied/available 

parking spots)

Basic features – Back office (Administrator)



 Search by spot/registration plate (the search for 

registration plate will serve for sporadic assistance to the 
officers)

 View of park status by parking (available, occupied, 

infringement, in doubt)

Basic features – Back office (Administrator)



 Alerts of infractions (parking without payment, time 

exceeded, parking in a reserved spot)

 User complaint alerts

Parking spot
Type of complaint (occupied spot, bad 
parking, other problems)

 Park indicators/reports with alerts for specific events (e.g. 

park with 80% of occupancy)

Basic features – Back office (Administrator)



 Validate if a car is properly parked in a certain spot

Identify infringement

 Receipt of infraction alerts (unpaid parking, time out, 

parking in a reserved spot)

 Access to the mechanism to be taken in case of 

infringement
Eventual trigger infringement mechanism

 User complaint alerts

Parking spot
Type of complaint (occupied spot, bad 
parking, other problems)

 Mark spots as unavailable for a period of time (e.g., 

because a tree has fallen over the parking spot)

 View of park status (available, occupied spots)

Basic features - Officers



 Information about available parking spots

 Fares information

 Information of fines/infractions

 Advertising

Basic features – Electronic Information Display



SOLUTION 
ARCHITECTURE
The system consists of a management solution that interacts 

with electronic displays, sensors, road studs 
lights and sensors required to manage parking spots.





Architecture 1 – RF Technology



Architecture 2 - NB-IoT Technology



 All iMAPARK sensor are equipped with NB-IoT 

communication module

 All sensor communicate directly with the base 

station of the selected communications operator

 All sensor have their own ID, identifying themselves 

before the network (customer card)

 The method of start-up and calibration remains the 

same method currently idealized

 All sensors have BLE communication for firmware 

update, status check and calibration

 The virtual Gateway will be installed on a cloud 

server, being managed by Globaltronic

Solution Architecture 2 With NB-IoT
Explanatory Memorandum



 The communications between iMAPARK 

management platform and the sensors will be carried 
out and managed by the virtual Gateway

 In the electronic display will be applied a Wiipiido

module, this being the communication NB-IoT

 Wiipiido will manage the electronic display, 

information exchanged between the virtual Gateway 
and the display

 The Wiipiido communication mode and the 

iMAPARK platform is similar to the sensors, always 
passing through the virtual Gateway

Solution Architecture 2 With NB-IoT
Explanatory Memorandum



Customer will access the system via a specific App

App 
iOS

App 
Android

Web
App

Enforcement

App 
iOS

App 
Android

The application platform will have a 
Back Office channel/ portal for each 
of the respective Administrators

Web
App



The system will be integrated with the field parking 
information devices via Gateways that will feed the 
application platform

The application server will support

 Core solution prepared for escalation

 IoT Integrations

 Back Office Support

Both customer and backoffice cannels will have 
specific UI & UX work carried out to maximize 
adoption rate

 Design and usability of the different components will be  

essential



Costumer App

Profile

User Profile User Profile
Card



Costumer App

Booking

Search Search Result Park Details



Costumer App

Booking

Dates 
Confirmation

Payment 
Details

Reservation 
Confirmation



Costumer App

Booking

Upcoming 
Reservation

Ongoing 
Session

Finished 
Session



Administrator App

Dashboard

Dashboard



Administrator App

Park Management

Park 
Management 

List

Park 
Management 

Details



Administrator App

Users

Lis of users Add users



DISTINCTIVE 
ADVANTAGES
This integrated system places the Municipalities closer to the dynamics of Smart 
City that become imperative for a city that wants to stay current and meet the 

expectations of its residents and those who visit it.



 Through the mobile application it is possible to locate the 

most suitable available parking spot and reserve a parking 
spot for a certain time.

 The possibility of reserving the parking spot before 

moving to the place encourages the visit to the city and 
encourages the return.

Parking spot Reservation



 The mobile application allows the customer to plan trip. In the 

app the customer is able to:
Locate the most suitable available parking spot
Reserve a parking spot for a certain time,
Receive voice guidance for the parking spot
Extend or reduce the parking time 
Pay the service, 

making parking in the center of cities easier and convenient.

Parking more easier and convenient



 Through the mobile application it is possible to have 

statistical and real-time information on available parking 
spots, reservation of parking spots in advance

 iMAPARK provides drivers with real-time occupancy 

information, easily guiding them to the nearest available 
parking spot through a mobile application and/or electronic 
displays.

Real-time information on available parking spots



 Reduced circulation, lead to time and fuel savings, 

improved traffic flow and reduced congestion, improving 
the quality of life in the cities.

 Optimizing the parking process and reducing the time 

spent searching for an available parking spot raises the 
quality of service provided and customer satisfaction, 
promoting customer loyalty.

 As they search for available parking spots, drivers neglect 

attention to other drivers and pedestrians who are on the 
move, resulting in accidents. With this system, the number of 
accidents will decrease.

Reduced traffic congestion – improving the quality of life



 The system allows the Municipalities and park 

administrators to collect parking data at a reduced cost: 
occupancy and parking revenue reports, detailed information 
such as time of day, day of week, etc. to help with pricing 
decisions, additional revenue.

 iMAPARK enables strategic management of car parking in 

urban areas by minimizing waiting times.

 This solution provides a real-time management platform 

that ensures the system scheduling process and targeted 
analysis data, developing complex history and information 
reports (by area, sector or location, date range, time interval, 
Week, etc.). This tool will provide valuable information to 
achieve an optimized and efficient parking management 
service.

Simplified data collection



 iMAPARK is an integrated solution that provides drivers 

with real-time occupancy information and guides them easily 
to the nearest available parking spot. Provides a package of 
products, services and technologies that function more 
effectively as a whole than the sum of the individual 
elements that comprise it.

 The system is composed by traffic lights - road studs - on 

the pavement-, the communication hardware devices required 
to monitor parking spots, electronic displays and 
iOS/Android/Web application.

Integrated system



 The electronic displays placed in the various intersections 

of the cities inform in real-time the number of available 
parking spots in a certain street or avenue, facilitating the 
choice of the driver to enter or not in that street or 
avenue to park, reducing the congestion.

Integrated system



 iMAPARK uses active sensors and LED signaling devices -

solar road stud SR-15 that serves as power for the sensor 
and for itself. Energy costs are extremely low and the system 
is ecologically responsible. 

 The sensors/road studs lights of this system are 

embedded in the asphalt to avoid vandalism.

Low energy consumption and easy maintenance



PRODUCT 
LAUNCH
Intertraffic Amsterdam is the world's largest 
trade exhibition for infrastructure, traffic 
management, smart mobility, safety and parking



Intertraffic Amsterdam is the world's largest trade 
exhibition for infrastructure, traffic management, smart 
mobility, safety and parking. iMAPARK will be launched 
to a big public that is looking for the new and 
innovative products in this area

Product launch at Intertraffic Amsterdam 2018



MEDIA COVERAGE
International Media showed a lot of interest 
in iMAPARK



Clipping



Clipping



Clipping



Q&A
TIME
Fell free to ask us anything



Thank you!




